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1. Are you in favour of the proposal to rezone the Cults Academy school zone (please
provide reasons for your response) ?

Answer : No. The proposal does not reflect a reasoned and quantified position of the
effects on existing alternative schools in the Aberdeenshire area. Whilst the proposal
may help mitigate Cults Acadamy’s current ability to absorb additional future scholars
without increasing it’s facilities, it may lead to a worse position for the Aberdeenshire
schools. Current residents in the south of the River Dee area are therefore unable to
make a reasoned judgement on the merits or disadvantages of the proposal.

2. Are you opposed to the proposal to rezone the Cults Academy school zone ?

Answer : Yes. Based on the same concerns noted above. It is also considered
unreasonable for existing residents in Aberdeenshire, who may have already
specifically moved to reside in the affected “south of the River Dee” area, because
they wished their children to attend Cults Academy in due course of time.

3. What would you like the Council to know about the proposal ?

Answer : The proposal would be more fair and acceptable if current residents
(possibly restricted to those who have their children already being schooled at
Lairhilloch Primary School), could be offered a time restricted option for their children
to attend Cults Academy should they so desire.

4. Any other comments ? : None



1) I am a parent/carer of current secondary pupil(s) School name: Cults Academy
2) I am a local resident

Are you in favour of the proposal to rezone the Cults Academy school zone
(please
provide reasons for your response)?

Are you opposed to the proposal to rezone the Cults Academy school zone
(please
provide reasons for your response)?
Yes, I am opposed to the rezoning proposal for the following reasons:

- Maryculter is closest geographically to Cults Academy. Rezoning would most
likely mean changing to Mackie Academy, which is almost 10 miles away,
which would extend the journey times in the school bus in the morning and
afternoon significantly. If rezoning were to be to Portlethen Academy, which
does not appear to be the plan, the distance would still be increased by 50%
over the current journey;

- The distance to the more distant alternatives would mean that Maryculter
pupils would be less likely to be able to participate in after school activities. It
is possible for teenagers to cycle from Maryculter to the North Deesside Road
and then take public transport to the school for extra-curricular activities
(which my sons have frequently done incidently), whereas there is no
alternative to travel by private vehicle to reach Stonehaven or Portlethen;

- Teenagers living in Maryculter would be very distant from their friends who
would tend to be centred around the nucleus of the school. When they go out
for entertainment, those living in Maryculter naturally head towards Aberdeen,
usually via public transport, whereas those living further south are more likely
to head towards Stonehaven. Changing the school zoning would tend to
isolate the Maryculter area rather than promoting integration as is the current
situation.

What would you like the Council to know about the proposal?
I do not understand what is meant by this question which does not make sense to
me.



Are you in favour of the proposal to rezone the Cults Academy school zone (please

provide reasons for your response)? NO

Are you opposed to the proposal to rezone the Cults Academy school zone (please

provide reasons for your response)? YES

We are currently in zone for Cults Academy & have 2 children already going there and both do
extracurricular activities after school. This would be difficult to maintain if or youngest child required
educated elsewhere due to potentially long distances between schools and because we live in a rural
location with no public bus service, only regular school transport. Our circumstances are also
complicated by parents employment being nearer Cults and xxx, therefore would not want our
children to be further disadvantaged and miss out on extracurricular activities which are important
for children's ongoing development and education.

What would you like the Council to know about the proposal?

Amend proposal with a guarantee that siblings of pupils already at Cults are automatically also
placed there. The number of children affected is very small so accommodation of them at Cults
should be straightforward.

Any other comments?

The current consultation does not refer to where instead pupils would be educated instead of Cults.
Since the current numbers from Lairhillock moving to Cults Academy are small only 6 and 7 in my
older children's years, we suggest keep the status quo with the proviso that the new Blairs
development children are zoned elsewhere. Although due to additional complexities xxxxx our
priority is to: Amend proposal with a guarantee that siblings of pupils already at Cults are
automatically also placed there.
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